EOG Products - Data Access and Licensing

The Earth Observation Group (EOG), Payne Institute for Public Policy, Colorado School of Mines, makes many of their datasets publicly available under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (CC-BY 4.0). These include the DMSP nighttime lights, VIIRS nighttime lights (VNL), and select subsets of VIIRS Boat Detection (VBD) and VIIRS Nightfire (VNF). The EOG has other datasets which are available under other licenses.

Under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license users are allowed to copy, modify, and distribute data in any format for any purpose, including commercial use. Users are only obligated to give appropriate credit (attribution) and indicate if they have made any changes. Derived products, including graphs or pictorial representations which are produced or generated utilizing EOG data products should carry the notice as set forth in the attached EXHIBIT 1. Reports and publications which use EOG data products should cite one or more of the papers listed in the attached EXHIBIT 2.

EXHIBIT 1: MARKING OF PRODUCTS

Licensee agrees to apply the following notice to all tangible forms of products, including graphs or pictorial presentations, which are produced or generated utilizing the licensed EOG data products, or to the packaging thereof if direct application to products is not feasible:

This product was made utilizing (name the appropriate EOG data product) data produced by the Earth Observation Group, Payne Institute for Public Policy, Colorado School of Mines.

Large format graphical renditions made from EOG data products shall carry the Earth Observation Group logo. Logos of Earth Observation Group are available at https://eogdata.mines.edu/products/logo

If the product is a small format image or something similar where space does not permit use of the provided logo in any rendition or entire notice shown above, Licensee shall apply the following credit line:

Source: EOG, Colorado School of Mines.
EXHIBIT 2: CITATIONS

Reports and publications made using EOG data products should cite one or more of the listed papers as appropriate:

DMSP nighttime lights -

VIIRS Nighttime Lights (VNL)

VIIRS Boat Detection (VBD)

VIIRS Nightfire (VNF)
Correspondence with EOG:

- Licensing, services, and access: eog@mines.edu
- Licensing questions only: Mines Office of Technology Transfer: Dr. William Vaughan (wvaughan@mines.edu)
- Questions regarding data – eog@mines.edu; Director of the Earth Observation Group at Colorado School of Mines, Christopher D. Elvidge at celvidge@mines.edu